**INTRODUCTION:** Fascia lata suspension for static surgical treatment of the nasolabial region in long-standing facial paralysis is well established. The objective of this study was to evaluate, from a retrospective viewpoint, the functional and cosmetic effectiveness of static suspension in facial paralysis by introducing a new way to insert the fascial graft in patients with different indications, such as: onset of paralysis, age, general conditions, etiopathogenesis, expectations, and combination with reanimation procedures. We considered the stability, in time, of the results of this ancillary procedure present in every facial reconstructive surgeonÕs armamentarium, and we thought it should be re-evaluated and utilized either alone or in combination with techniques that reanimate the paralyzed face.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS:** In our series, 55 patients with facial paralysis underwent static suspension with fascia lata, advanced in the same fashion as the temporalis muscle in Labbé's myoplasty, between February 2009 and November 2015. The surgical technique is reported together with preoperative and postoperative records (photographs and videos reviewed for feasibility of the technique), symmetry, aesthetic results. Complications, need for further minor revisions, patients degree of satisfaction and role in improvement of the facial reanimation techniques were also considered.

**RESULTS:** In all the patients the procedure was uneventful and none developed surgery-related complications, including donor-site problems. During follow-up, all the patients achieved improved symmetry at rest and showed satisfaction. The cosmetic outcome was satisfactory, too. Eight patients needed small revision in local anaesthesia.

**CONCLUSIONS:** The results show immediate, aesthetic, stable in time improvement, thus confirming this method as a simple technique for static restoration in patients who have lost any functional reconstructive possibility. The method also works in patients who underwent facial reanimation requiring slight aesthetic improvement. The application of the modified technique has led to a new appraisal and re-evaluation of an almost obsolete method.
